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The game Drag racing is about flashy modified cars. Not like any other racing game, it brings the
brashness and adrenaline bursting races on wild freeways. Here one has the option to customize
and expand the chosen car and the aim is to cross the finishing line before anyone else. Users can
choose their vehicles anything from a Honda Civic to the Lamborghini. Players can enhance wings
their car and give it a paint job. One can improve his ride in diverse ways like turbo, engine and
suspension. The problematic portion is accelerating appropriately at the game start. A little timing-
difference might lead giving your car a jam. It might provide the other racers with sufficient time for
the victory.

The game Fruit Ninja requires the players to swipe their android deviceâ€™s screen to slash and spatter
delicious fruits similar to a real ninja warrior. Be cautious of bombs as they can explode with one
touch and is enough to put an end to the juicy quest! Fruit Ninja features Classic, Zen and the
amazing new Arcade mode! If a player successfully completes the game, the all-time sage ninja
Sensei will accompany him on his journey with intelligent words and fruit facts.

Now you can play drag racing on pc. All you have to do is download the BlueStacks software free
and experience the amazing racing experience on pc, laptops and tablets. Also available are other
games like angry birds and fruit ninja on pc and many more. All thanks to this Californian company
BlueStacks because the mere download of software can give access to numerous games. In
addition, experience the Android games with full screen and unmatched sound effects. Moreover,
players can push apps from their android phones to the downloaded BlueStacks software using its
mobile app called cloud connects.

However, Drag Racing on pc with older versions of windows and some net books may not work up
to the mark. The same applies for the Fruit Ninja on pc. However, limited graphics on both these
games might lead to boredom in both there is a lack of challenges.
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BlueStacks offers latest apps for your PC or desktop by which you can run android on pc  which is
compatible not only with windows but also for Mac OS. Now a Angry Birds Space PC and enjoy the
a Angry Birds Space Windows.
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